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Dispersing Technology and the Impact from
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Low cement (LCC) or deflocculated castable technology has been

widely adopted in the past decades due to the improved thermo
mechanical properties and corrosion resistance that these castables
display in service. These improvements in performance have been
made possible by the increased sophistication of refractory formulations and improvements in installation methods.
In particular, the use of mathematical models for calculating precise
grain distributions, as well as the use of fine particle sized fillers of
alumina and microsilica allow for the development of very dense
castable structures with excellent properties in a wide range of refractory applications. These dense structures also rely on high performance deflocculants and dispersing agents in order to fluidify the
castables with a minimum amount of water.

1 Introduction
The list of products that deflocculate cast
ables is long and includes many different
types of molecules ranging from carboxylic
acids, phosphates, polyacrylates to wetting
agents such as polyethylene glycol and
amino alcohols.
The list of deflocculation mechanisms is
shorter, typically three mechanisms are described in literature: electrostatic repulsion,
steric repulsion or a combination of these

two, which often is called an electrosteric
repulsion [1, 2].
Generally, several aspects of a castable mix
needs to be taken into account when choosing the deflocculating additives depending
on the use of different raw materials and
fillers. One can rarely work on the basis of
simple substitution like for like. This causes
the formulator to repeatedly re-evalu
ate
the dispersing package for example if a
raw material in a castable is substituted.
Possible advantages in terms of timesaving

as well as cost savings on logistical issues
related to the handling of a large range of
additives can be gained by more universally
applicable additives.
For these reasons, a new dispersing agent
has been developed aiming to improve the
deflocculation robustness in systems with
varying raw material quality.

2 Equipment and test set-up

2.1 Standard formula
Three different additives were evaluated:
A commercially available polycarboxylate
based product designed for silica dispersion (PCE), a sodium tri-polyphosphate
(TPP) and the newly developed product,
called REFPAC 100 (RP100) which is an
organo-mineral based multi-component
system. It also contains calcium aluminate
cement, for this reason it is substituted
for one percent cement in the model cast
able rather than added on top as the other
additives.
A model formula shown in Tab. 1 was used
for the making of castables. Tests where
done by switching the microsilica as well as
the fine bauxite part (0–0,09 mm) to less
pure products, also, impurities in the form of
different salts where manually introduced
in order to evaluate which impurity would

Tab. 1 Model castable formula
Raw Material
Bauxite [mm]

Specification

[%]

0–6

66

BX1 or BX2 0–0,09

19

Calcined Alumina

5

Microsilica

FS1 or FS2

Aluminous Cement

Secar 71 (Kerneos)

4

RP100 (Kerneos)

1

Deflocculant
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®

TPP

5

0,08 (+)

PCE

0,1 (+)
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low measurements were made directly after mixing (T0) on a vibrating table and by use of a standard
STM C230 cone with dimensions 100 mm bottom diameter, 70 mm top diameter and 50 mm height,
ibration amplitude of 0,5 mm, frequency of 50 Hz and over a duration of 30 s.
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.2 ICP measurements, conductivity, pH and calorimetry

CP measurements, conductivity, pH and calorimetry were done according to the process steps
escribed in the below schema (Fig.1).
Flow measurements were made directly
after mixing (T0) on a vibrating table and by
use of a standard ASTM C230 cone with dimensions 100 mm bottom diameter, 70 mm
top diameter and 50 mm height, vibration
amplitude of 0,5 mm, frequency of 50 Hz
and over a duration of 30 s.

2.2 ICP measurements,
conductivity, pH and calorimetry

Fig. 1 Description
of process steps
for samplesteps
preparation
Fig.1 Description
of process
for sample
Tab. 2 Typical ion concentrations measured by ICP on the model castable using
different purity bauxites and microsilicas

preparation

Tab. 3 Manual pollution of castables
through addition of salts to reach the ICP
measured ion concentrations

Ions

Typical Range [mol/l]

Salt Equivalents [g/l]

FE

0,001

0,011

MgSO4, 7H2O

Mg

S

K

0,001

0,013

min 2

0,008

0,008

0,04

0,04

Mg

0,001

0,008

max 9,8

Na

0,029

0,14

FeSO4, H2O

S

0,015

0,04

have the most impact on the behaviour of
the castable.
The castables where mixed using a Perrier
mixer. All raw materials were first added to
the mixer and dry mixed for 1 min. An equal
quantity of water (5,5 %) was then added
independently of the dispersant used, and
mixed for 4 min.

Ion Conc. [mol/l]

Fe

S

min 2

0,012

0,012

max 6,8

0,04

0,04

K

S

0,015

0,04

Na

S

0,08

0,04

Na

Cl

min 0,9

0,015

0,015

max 1,7

0,03

0,03

K2SO4
max 7
Na2SO4
max 5,7
NaCl

ICP measurements, conductivity, pH and
calorimetry were done according to the process steps described in the below schema
(Fig. 1).
Starting from the complete castable as
described in Tab. 1 a first filtration with a
1,6 mm sieve is done. On the paste that
is obtained, micro-calorimetry, ultra-sonic
velocity and XRD measurements are done.
Also, after a dilution of the paste with water,
the pH and conductivity measurements are
performed. The paste is then centrifuged
in order to obtain a liquid, but which still
contain small particles. The liquid is further
filtrated through a 0,2 µm filter to obtain a
particle free ionic solution. Through an acidification step, the liquid is stabilized and the
ICP measurements can be performed. This
approach has been adapted and optimized
from the original one more thoroughly described and used in an earlier study [4].

2.3 Manual addition of impurities
Through analysis of the ICP measurements,
the elements going into solution when the
lower purity bauxite and microsilica were
used was determined, as well as the typical
maximum and minimum values that would
occur (Tab. 2). Using this data, an equivalent of each impurity was calculated (Tab. 3)
and added manually in the form of different
salts. The aim was to evaluate if the flow
performance and castable behavior would
be similar to a system using raw materials
with very high impurity levels. Also, this
opens the possibility to verify the impact
from each impurity separately.

3 Results

3.1 Flow performance

Fig. 2 Impact on flow from variations in raw material purities

The first study showed more stable flow
performance with RP100 (Fig. 2) using the
model castable (Tab. 1) while exchanging fine part of the bauxite as well as the
microsilica between two sources of different

Fig.2 Impact on flow from variations in raw material purities
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study showed60more stable flow performance with RP100 (Fig. 2) using
the model
castable
while exchanging fine part of the bauxite as well as the microsilica between two sources of
purity (referred to as BX1/BX2 and FS1/FS2, where the numbers “1” and “2” indicate a pure

velocity was measured on the castable pastes (Fig. 5).
Commonly, the ionic conductivity of a pure cement paste presents three steps: the initial increase is
due to cement dissolution, the more or less long plateau corresponds to the hydrate nucleation, and
then the following drop expresses the massive precipitation of hydrates [5]. The ionic conductivity on
sieved pastes shows clear differences between the additives (Fig. 3). Considering the beginning of the
conductivity curve, the system in the presence of PCE starts first, but its evolution is quite slow in
comparison with the ones of RP100 or TPP. RP100 is the first system to reach the maximum of
conductivity, whereas PCE is the last one.
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Fig. 3 Conductivity measurement over time

Fig.3 Conductivity measurement over time

p urity (referred to as BX1/BX2 and FS1/FS2,
where the numbers “1” and “2” indicate a
pure and unpure source respectively).

3.2 Investigation into
deflocculation mechanisms:
conductivity, ICP, structure
development and
microcalorimetry
The evolution of conductivity was measured over time and is shown in the following Fig. 3. These measurements were done
using 50 g of concrete paste diluted into
200 ml of distilled water. The ion concentrations were measured by ICP (Fig. 4) and the
micro-calorimetry as well as the ultra-sonic

velocity was measured on the castable
pastes (Fig. 5).
Commonly, the ionic conductivity of a pure
cement paste presents three steps: the initial increase is due to cement dissolution,
the more or less long plateau corresponds
to the hydrate nucleation, and then the following drop expresses the massive precipitation of hydrates [5]. The ionic conductivity
on sieved pastes shows clear differences
between the additives (Fig. 3). Considering
the beginning of the conductivity curve, the
system in the presence of PCE starts first,
but its evolution is quite slow in comparison with the ones of RP100 or TPP. RP100
is the first system to reach the maximum

of conductivity, whereas PCE is the last
one.
The levels and evolutions of concentrations
measured by ICP differ strongly depending
on the additive (Fig. 4). They are linked to
the cement reactivity and the main point
to be highlighted is the absence of calcium
(and iron) in solution for the system containing TPP. The phosphorus detected in this
case represents the TPP concentration in
solution.
The structuration profiles (Fig. 5) show a
clear difference for RP100 whose structure
develops only within one step process. In
comparison, the structuration with TPP or
PCE involves two distinct steps. This is confirmed by the heat flow evolutions for TPP
and RP100.
All the differences observed in ionic con
ductivity on sieved pastes, ionic concentrations in solution as well as structure
development account for differences in
deflocculating mechanisms induced by the
additives. These mechanisms are out forward and discussed in next section.

3.3 Flow, function of impurities
Flow measurements at T0 are shown for
each additive as a function of different
manually added impurities.

Fig. 4 ICP measurements on ionic concentrations of Al, Ca, Fe and P over the time

Fig.4 ICP measurements on ionic concentrations of Al, Ca, Fe and P over the time.
62 levels and evolutions of concentrations measured by ICP
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(Fig.4). They are linked to the cement reactivity and the main point to be highlighted is the absence of
Calcium (and Iron) in solution for the system containing TPP. The phosphorus detected in this case
represents the TPP concentration in solution.

Fig.4 ICP measurements on ionic concentrations of Al, Ca, Fe and P over the time.
The levels and evolutions of concentrations measured by ICP differ strongly depending on the additive
(Fig.4). They are linked to the cement reactivity and the main point to be highlighted is the absence of
Calcium (and Iron) in solution for the system containing TPP. The phosphorus detected in this case
represents the TPP concentration in solution.
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Flow measurements at T0 are shown for each additive as a function of different manually added
impurities.
The structuration profiles (Fig. 5) show a clear difference for RP100 whose structure develops only
within one step process. In comparison, the structuration with TPP or PCE involves two distinct steps.
This is confirmed by the heat flow evolutions for TPP and RP100.

In Fig. 6 one can observe a high sensitivity
to different impurities in the solute for the
PCE, which results in no deflocculation and
flow at all for magnesium sulphate and the
two chlorides additions. A significant reduction in flow is also observed with the iron
sulphate addition.
Deflocculation is obtained in all cases u sing
TPP but a variation is observed in the flow
performance, varying between 183 mm to
205 mm depending on impurities, compared to its pure version of the castable at
Fig. 5 Comparison of the ultrasonic measurements on the castables superimposed with
215 mm.
Fig. 5 Comparison of the ultrasonic measurements on the castables superimposed with the heat flow
the heat
measured on the
corresponding
pastes
(no heat flow
measurement
measured
on flow
the corresponding
sieved
(no sieved
heatas
flow
was
carried
out inadded
the
RP100 shows a very stable flow performance
Flow measurements
at T0 are shown
for pastes
each additive
a measurement
function of different
manually
presence of PCE)
was carried out in the presence of PCE)
across a wide range of impurities addedimpurities.
with
very small variations. However, in the case
Allofthe differences observed
in ionic
sieved pastes,
ionic
concentrations in solution as
Fig. 6 Flow
asconductivity
function ofonmanually
added
impurities
well as structure development account for differences in deflocculating mechanisms induced by the
the highest magnesium sulphate addition,
mechanisms
out forwardto
and
discussedimpurities
in next section.
In Fig. 6additives.
one canThese
observe
a highare
sensitivity
different
in the solute for the PCE, which
no deflocculation was obtained.
results in3.3
noFlow,
deflocculation
and
flow
at
all
for
magnesium
sulphate
and the two chlorides additions. A
function of impurities
significant reduction in flow is also observed with the iron sulphate addition.
3.4 Mechanical strength

development

Deflocculation is obtained in all cases using TPP but a variation is observed in the flow performance,
Mechanical strength was measured
the
varyingonbetween
183 mm to 205 mm depending on impurities, compared to its pure version of the
standard formula comparingcastable
the three at
dif-215 mm.
ferent additives.
RP100
shows a very stable flow performance across a wide range of impurities added with very small
In Fig. 7 is shown that the
mechanical
variations. However, in the case of the highest magnesium sulphate addition, no deflocculation was
strength develops earlier for TPP comobtained.
pared to RP100 and the PCE (6 h and 24 h
strength). This difference is3.4
more
accen
Mechanical
strength development
tuated at 5 °C, less so at 20 °C and relaFig. 6 Flow as function of manually added impurities
on as
thefunction
standard
formula
comparing
Fig. 6 Flow
of manually
added
impuritiesthe three different additives.
tively insignificant at 30 °C. Mechanical
After drying at strength was measured

Compressive Strength [MPa]

110 °C, the mechanical strength using
In Fig. 6 one can observe a high sensitivity to different impurities in the solute for the PCE, which
RP100 and TPP are equivalent independresults in no deflocculation and flow at all for magnesium sulphate and the two chlorides additions. A
significant reduction in flow is also observed with the iron sulphate addition.
ent of curing temperature. The mechanical strength using PCE is approximately
Deflocculation is obtained in all cases using TPP but a variation is observed in the flow performance,
20 % to 30 % below RP100 and TPP varying
after between 183 mm to 205 mm depending on impurities, compared to its pure version of the
castable at 215 mm.
drying.
RP100 shows a very stable flow performance across a wide range of impurities added with very small
in the case of the highest magnesium sulphate addition, no deflocculation was

3.5 Case study of structuring and
variations. However,
obtained.
flow with FeSO4 impurity

3.4 Mechanical strength development
The development of the castable structure after casting was observed through
Mechanical strength was measured on the standard formula comparing the three different additives.
ultrasonic measurements in the concretes
containing manually added impurities. In
one test, using iron sulphate together with
TPP resulted in no development of structure
Fig. 7 Cold compressive strength measurement on the standard castable deflocculated
Fig.7 Cold compressive strength measurement on the standard castable deflocculated with the
with the different additives.
over time.
different additives.
The flow measurement is seen in Fig. 6 pure
sample vs. Fe2O3 (max), andIntheFig.
observed
originate
from compared
the mechanism
ultrasonic
4 Discussion
7 is shown
that the mechanical strength develops
earlier
for TPP
to RP100 and the
PCE (6 h and 24 h strength). This difference is more
at 5°C,
so at 20°C and
inducedaccentuated
by each deflocculant.
Thatless
is why
curve is shown in Fig. 8.
4.1 Mechanisms
relatively
insignificant
at 30°C. After drying at 110°C,they
thearemechanical
strength using RP100 and TPP
essential to investigate.
It is observed that in the system
with iron

The conductivity curves on sieved pastes
sulphate contamination, acceptable flow is
Measurements of ionic conductivity on
(Fig. 3) show that TPP delays the dissoluonly obtained with RP100 and TPP, but the
sieved pastes, of ionic concentrations in
tion of the cement, probably by adsorbing
structuring is only obtained with RP100 and
solution as well as of structure developonto the cement particles surfaces. Indeed,
PCE (Fig. 8). The TPP deflocculated castable
ment show clear differences in mechanisms
Fig.7 Cold compressive strength measurement on the standard castable deflocculated with the
the small, highly negatively charged molhas no indication of set after more than
induced by additives. The differences
in
different additives.
ecule of tripolyphosphate presents a strong
24 h at 20 °C.
performances and robustness previously
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In Fig. 7 is shown that the mechanical strength develops earlier for TPP compared to RP100 and the
PCE (6 h and 24 h strength). This difference is more accentuated at 5°C, less so at 20°C and
relatively insignificant at 30°C. After drying at 110°C, the mechanical strength using RP100 and TPP
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3. 5 Case study of structuring and flow with FeSO4 impurity
The development of the castable structure after casting was observed through ultrasonic
measurements in the concretes containing manually added impurities. In one test, using iron sulphate
together with TPP resulted in no development of structure over time.
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The flow measurement is seen in Fig. 6 pure sample vs. Fe2O3(max), and the ultrasonic curve is
shown in Fig. 8.

peak corresponds to the hydrates massive
precipitation: hydrates formation starts as
soon as free calcium is available in solution
leading to a two-steps mechanism as observed for the LCC structuration.
The mechanism induced by PCE is quite
different. PCEs are large macromolecules
combining both electrostatic and steric
effects, respectively due to the ionized
carboxylate groups and long side chains.
Most of polycarboxylate macromolecules
are known to disperse alumina suspensions
by adsorbing onto particles surfaces [6]
but the PCE used in this study is specially
Fig. 8 Case study on setting behavior with iron sulphate
designed to disperse silica [1]. The conduct
Fig.8 Case study on setting behavior with iron sulphate
ivity curve (Fig. 3) as well as the relatively
It is observed that in the system with iron sulphate contamination, acceptable flow is only
highobtained
amounts of calcium and aluminum
with RP100 and TPP, but the structuring is only obtained with RP100 and PCE (Fig. 8).
The TPP
measured
in solution (Fig. 4) indicate that
deflocculated castable has no indication of set after more than 24 h at 20°C.
PCE does not hinder the cement dissolution. Their concentrations remain quite
4 Discussion
stable over time, suggesting the saturation
of the solution in these ions and thus the
4.1 Mechanisms
possibility for hydrates to nucleate and preMeasurements of ionic conductivity on sieved pastes, of ionic concentrations in solution as
well This
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cipitate.
event corresponds to the first
structure development show clear differences in mechanisms induced by additives. The differences
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step of the structuration
observed during
performances and robustness previously observed originate from the mechanism induced by each
the ultrasonic velocity measurement, asdeflocculant. That is why they are essential to investigate.
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paste (Fig. 5). Castable containing RP100
presents only two heat flow peaks: the very
intense first one is thought to be related
to the dry mix wetting instantaneously followed by the cement dissolution. This hy
pothesis is consistent with the fast increase
of the ionic conductivity. Thus RP100 offers
the possibility to manage the LCC reactivity
by combining early cement dissolution (like
PCE) with fast structure development (like
TPP). The specific poly-mechanism of RP100
is the root of its good robustness to impur
ities from different raw materials: depending on the formulation conditions, distinct
mechanisms can combine or take over from
each other.

4.2 Flow, function of impurities,
and mechanical strength
development
The flow measurements (Fig. 6) show a
clear difference in performance between
the additives. The PCE is the most sens
ible and the performance is reduced or

lost completely for several of the manually added impurities. This is to some extent
understood due to the deflocculation mech
anisms and the various ways in which the
relatively complex PCE molecule interacts
with its environment [7]. The TPP has an
advantage in flow performance since in this
trial it was the only additive that obtained a
flow for each of the impurities. The flow performance is however altered significantly in
contrast to RP100 which delivers an almost
constant flow performance throughout the
test, except for the trial with the high magnesium sulphate contamination, in which
no flow is obtained. This result is surprising in the light of its overall performance
in the earlier tests [1], which was based on
the real raw materials with different levels
of impurities.
However, the maximum magnesium sulphate impurity addition was calculated in
order to obtain the maximum sulphate ion
contamination (Tab. 2–3). This quantity represents a fivefold multiplication of the maxi-

mum magnesium contamination observed
as typical. This might be a reason why this
sensitivity was not discovered in the trials
using unpure but real raw materials.
It is difficult to talk in absolute terms of the
most robust system because of the various
parameters that can be varied. In this paper
is highlighted how the various impurities
impact on the flow performance, but one
can also see that the flow can be obtained
while the setting time is heavily impacted
which is another way of evaluating the robustness. In this aspect, though using TPP
permitted to obtain good or acceptable
flow performance with each of the impur
ities, no setting was obtained when a high
amount of iron sulphate was added (Fig. 8).
No such sensitivity was observed for RP100
or even for the PCE as long as the deflocculation was obtained.
Regarding the mechanical strength development in general terms, TPP is known to
form calcium phosphate, which can control
the stiffening [4], and this could perhaps
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also explain the higher 6 h and 24 h strength
(Fig. 7). But the mechanical strength after drying
at 110 °C is perfectly equivalent between RP100
and TPP which suggest that neither one of these
additives have any particular influence on final
strength. The PCE on the other hand develops
a somewhat reduced mechanical strength even
after drying. This difference might be reduced
or eliminated if sufficient curing time is given
but has not been investigated further in this
study.

5 Conclusions
The new active compound REFPAC 100 shows
very good robustness to a wide range of impurities from different raw materials. The robustness
is specifically shown through:
• A stable flow performance over a wide range of
impurities in the solute.
• A stable setting time and strength development systems with varying raw material quality.
The development and optimization of
REFPAC 100 has been based on the understanding of deflocculating mechanisms by simple systems made up of one molecule type, like TPP and
PCE.
The specific feature of REFPAC 100 lies in its
organo-mineral multi-components composition
which combines various deflocculating mechanisms, making REFPAC 100 efficient and robust
in a wide range of castable formulations.
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